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Thyroid Physiology

TSH, reflex FT4
 Check TT3 only if you have a suppressed TSH, normal FT4

 NEVER check RT3 unless you’re doing research

 For hyperthyroid: TSH receptor antibodies (TRAb) or Thyroid 

Stimulating Immunoglobulins (TSI)

 For hypothyroid: could consider checking Thyroid Peroxidase 

Antibodies (TPO)

 For thyroid cancer: check thyroglobulin antibodies and 

thyroglobulin levels

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Thyroid-hormone-physiology-Circulating-thyroid-

hormone-concentrations-are-regulated-via_fig1_271592550

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Thyroid-hormone-physiology-Circulating-thyroid-hormone-concentrations-are-regulated-via_fig1_271592550


Thyroid Exam: 
https://stanfordmedicine25.stanford.edu/the25/thyroid.html

https://depts.washington.edu/physdx/thyroid/tech.html

 Start at tip of chin and walk down

 Past the thyroid cartilage, the cricoid, beginnings of trachea

 Flex patient neck forward and relax!

 Examine isthmus and then laterally to the lobes

 Then swallow to evaluate movement

 Feel for size, nodule, texture

 Understand thyroid exams are not very sensitive or specific: 

only 10% of radiographic nodules are palpable on exam

https://stanfordmedicine25.stanford.edu/the25/thyroid.html
https://depts.washington.edu/physdx/thyroid/tech.html


Hypothyroidism



Hypothyroidism

 Diagnosed based on symptoms that make you order a TSH with reflex FT4

 >90% Hashimoto’s: I don’t check TPO antibodies (which are present in 20% of all women)

 If TSH elevated and FT4 is low – confirms clinical hypothyroidism, treat

 50 mcg daily to start, full replacement 1.6 mcg/kg/day, on empty stomach at least 30 min before food 

in AM

 If TSH elevated and FT4 is normal – subclinical hypothyroidism

 Are you convinced about symptoms? Consider levothyroxine 25-50 mcg/day trial x 3 months



Hypothyroidism Tips: ?T3

 Spectacularly rare someone can’t convert from T4 (prohormone) 

to T3 (most active hormone, 3-4x more active than T4)

 Converts at cellular level, so serum level not necessarily reflective

 Rarely patients s/p thyroidectomy may have a D2 isozyme that is a 

bit slow

 People like Armour/Nature-Throid/WP Thyroid because of 

supraphysiologic T4:T3 ratio. 

 Human 13:1 to 16:1

 Pig 4:1 – big boost in AM 

 In metanalysis of randomized trials vs T4, not significantly different, 

and in studies that showed benefit in combo therapy, many patients 

got supraphysiologic T3

 If patients are on desiccated thyroid hormone, target TSH ONLY. 

FT4 will always be low, T3 will change depending timing of last 

dose



Hypothyroidism Tips: ?T3

 When I rarely prescribe T3: I trial x 3 months at physiologic dosing (cutting back the T4 at 

the same time) in patients who feel poorly despite stable optimal TSH, and dose BID

 I do NOT prescribe desiccated thyroid, nor this to women who may become pregnant or 

have thyroid cancer



Most brilliant use of ProPublica

Prescriber Checkup?



Hypothyroidism Tips: dosing

 Start at 25-50 mcg if elderly, cardiac; 1.6 mcg/kg is full replacement for most

 Half life 7 days – can miss a few days if NPO, don’t have to give IV

 If extended NPO IV equivalent approx. 70-80%

 Labs in 4-6 weeks after starting/dose changes

 Poorly compliant – can give weekly in clinic orally (e.g. 700 mcg q7 days)

 Optimal is 30 minutes before breakfast, 4 hours from calcium/iron; 4 hours 

after dinner is next best

 Manufacturers are NOT bioidentical – up to 5% differences, so if changes, 

check TSH again. Dose changes 7-14% at a time (e.g. 1/2 -1 tab or next dose 

up or down)



Hypothyroidism in Pregnancy

 Fetus relies on maternal thyroid hormone through at least 8-10 weeks gestation

 Only T4 passes through placenta (NO T3 in women who would want to keep a pregnancy!!)

 Preemptive increase dose by 2 tablets per week as soon as miss a period (28%)

 Very mixed data on pregnancy risk and treatment of subclinical hypothyroidism

 Consider treating if TSH >2.5, FT4 is normal, and:

 If TSH is >4 to target TSH <2.5. 

 If TPO+ but TSH 2.5-4: consider treat with levothyroxine 50 mcg depending on TPO Ab+? 

(?decrease miscarriage?); if not treat, reassess labs q4 weeks in 1st trimester than once in 2nd

and 3rd. 

 ATA wouldn’t automatically treat until TSH >10 if FT4 wnl if TPO Ab negative

 TSH <2.5: don’t treat

 Prospective data on screening of all women vs case finding and treating if TPO Ab and 

TSH >2.5: no difference in outcomes (Negro R, Schwartz A. JCEM 2010, PMID 20130074)

 +TPO Antibody associated with higher fetal loss and premature delivery



Hyperthyroidism

 Clinical overt hyperthyroidism: tremor, heat intolerance, anxiety, emotional lability, 

weight loss despite normal/hyperphagia, anxiety, hyperdefecation, 

oligo/amenorrhea in women, ED and gynecomastia in men (increased SHBG so lower 

free testosterone, also more T->E conversion), palpitations, increased WOB

 Signs include weight loss, afib, pretibial myxedema, orbitopathy, worsening bone 

loss, warm skin, diaphoresis 

 Some patients can gain weight due to disrupted metabolism from poor sleep or from 

hyperphagia. Older patients may not present with much in the way of symptoms

 Thyroid storm is life-threatening



Hyperthyroidism

 Diagnose with suppressed TSH, elevated FT4 (or if normal, elevated TT3)

 DDx: hot nodule, Graves, thyroiditis

 history and exam matters: gradual onset (autonomous nodule), <3 months sudden 

onset esp after sore throat (thyroiditis), eye symptoms (Graves)

 TSH receptor antibody, uptake +/- scan

 Treat with beta blocker, radioactive iodine, surgery



Graves Disease Treatment

 Treat with methimazole in everyone but pregnant women (then 

propythiuracil)

 Start most at 5-15 mg, adjust every 4-6 weeks initially, then titrate down dose as 

able. Higher doses, more likely side effects

 Goal is 12-18 months of treatment, repeat TSH receptor antibody and if negative, 

likely can d/c (>50% chance of remission)

 50% of patients will go into remission… overall, 30% will have sustained remission

 Monitor for recurrence: at 2-3 months, 6 months, 12 months, yearly, and if symptoms

 If recurs, consider definitive treatment:

 radioactive iodine (stop MMI 3 days beforehand, +/- resume afterwards)

 For surgery (render patient euthyroid on MMI first to avoid risk of thyroid storm, 

stop MMI day of surgery

 Can consider long-term methimazole if low doses  



Graves/Thyroid Eye Disease 

(TED)/Orbitopathy/Ophthalmopathy

 TSH receptor antibody attack thyroid, retroocular tissue

 More common in women (but more severe in men), smokers, prior radioactive 

iodine

 Symptoms: tearing, gritty eyes, eye/retroocular discomfort, diplopia, 

proptosis. Dry eyes in AM due to incomplete lid closure

 Treatment: natural tears and ocular lubricant at night (preservative free); 

selenium supplementation; pulse weekly high dose methylprednisolone; new 

monoclonal antibody up for FDA approval; radiation

By Jonathan Trobe, M.D. - University of Michigan Kellogg Eye Center - The Eyes Have It, CC 

BY 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=16115992

By AVRO - Beeld en Geluidwiki - Gallery: Mies en scène, CC BY-SA 3.0 nl, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=10295613

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=16115992


Toxic nodule(s)

 Methimazole can work short term but recurs as soon as discontinued

 Radioactive iodine or surgery (with thionadmide pre-treatment)

 Choose surgery for large goiters, compression, concern for thyroid cancer, need for 

rapid return to euthyroid

 Radioactive iodine will decrease thyroid volume 38-45%, requires radiation 

precautions, ?small increased risk of secondary malignancy due to radiation 

exposure, but lower risk of complications



Thyroiditis

 Painful – subacute (supportive care x weeks), infectious (biopsy, drainage, 

antibiotics if abscess)

 Nonpainful –

 painless (1-5% of hyperthyroidism cases – transient hyper +/- hypo, then recover, 

typically Hashimoto’s), 

 post-partum (8-10% of pregnancies, higher risk of permanent hypothyroidism later), 

 Medication like IFN-alfa, IL-2, amiodarone (AIT1 with increase hormone from 

preexisting nodular goiter- treat with often high dose MMI; AIT2 destructive 

thyroiditis– treat with steroids pred 40-60mg daily x 1-3 months; no immediate 

benefit to stopping amio), TKI, checkpoint inhibitors

 Reidel’s thyroiditis (fibrosis and macrophage + eosinophilic infiltration – eval for 

other fibrosis)



Hyperthyroidism in Pregnancy

 Run mom hyperthyroid: TSH at low end of trimester range, target FT4 at ULN or TT4 at 1.5xULN

 Plan! Elective RAI 6-12 months beforehand or surgery, ensure euthyroid prior to pregnancy

 Switch to PTU before trying to conceive (and continue through 1st trimester!)

 If accidentally pregnant with MMI, try to stop (Graves often improves during pregnancy and 

flares post-partum)

 Don’t treat mom if:

 TSH low in 1st trimester but FT4 (or TT4) and FT3 wnl: physiologic

 HCG-mediated over hyperthyroidism will resolve

 Hyperemesis gravidarum-associated hyperthyroidism

 For Graves, check TRAb 1st trimester; if >3x ULN, again at 18-22 weeks, and at 30-34 weeks – if 

3x ULN late in pregnancy, risk fetal/neonatal hyperthyroidism 



Thyroid Nodules
13-67% of us have them…

Don’t ultrasound yourself…



Thyroid nodules

 <8% of nodules are cancer 

 this decreases every year due to more incidentally found nodules

 Initial workup

 Start off with H+P:

 Higher risk: People <30 yo, hx of head and neck radiation, FHx thyroid cancer

 Measure TSH,

 If low, do uptake:

 hot nodules <3% risk of malignancy

 Graves – up to 35% will have nodules, of which 3.3% had malignancy (don’t routinely ultrasound)

 TSH >5.5, nodule up to 29.7% risk of malignancy

 Thyroid US to evaluate sonographic features and LAD









TIRADS

Considered benign in ATA

* Predominantly cystic or spongiform 

nodules are inherently benign. If these 

features are present no further points will 

be added (automatically TR1)

0% CA 3.4% CA 14% CA 86.5% CA

Generally, ATA 

more sensitive 

and less specific 

than TIRADS for 

predicting 

cancer on FNA.

One study found 

TIRADS had 

lowest false 

negative



Biopsy

 By endocrinologist or IR

 With or without local lidocaine

 Safe to biopsy on anticoagulation

 1-5 passes (depending on institution and whether 
evaluating for sample adequacy immediately or saving 
sample for molecular testing)

 Typically under ultrasound

 Most will be papillary thyroid cancer, then follicular; then 
medullary, anaplastic, thyroid lymphoma

Image from: http://endocrinediseases.org/thyroid/nodule_fna.shtml

http://endocrinediseases.org/thyroid/nodule_fna.shtml


Biopsy results: Bethesda Category (and risk 

of cancer)

 I Nondiagnostic (5-10%): repeat FNA in 4-6 weeks

 II Benign (<=3%): f/u US in 1-2 years, then less; repeat FNA if highly suspicious US 

characteristics or growing >50% volume

 III Follicular lesion/atypia of undetermined significance (FLUS, AUS)

(10-30%): repeat bx or molecular markers

 IV Suspicious for follicular neoplasm (25-40%): repeat bx or molecular markers

 V Suspicious for malignancy (50-75% risk of CA or NIFTP): at least hemi

 VI Malignant (97-99%): at least hemithyroidectomy



If cancer, send to a high volume surgeon!

 If TIRADs, the TR will recommend f/u schedule

 Else, f/u US in 6-12 months if subcm and suspicious or high risk

 F/u US 12-24 months if low-intermediate risk

 F/u US in 24-36 months if very low risk

If benign biopsy or no FNA












